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Presidene s Message
George W. Brett
510 21st St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
I have hesitated to write a message
for this issue, for I do not wish to use
space just for platitude. However,
there are a few things to be said and
so here I am again.
Those of you who were able to attend or have heard of the results of
the :Mozian and Siegel sales of February and March were treated to the
interesting phenomena of high prices
for our Canal Zone Stamps - high
compared with present catalog prices.
When I made the comment in a previous message that our material was
on an upward spiral, I surely did not
have a sky-rocket curve in mind. Yet
I am sure many of us felt that was
what we were seeing. \Ve should all
be reasonably happy that our pets are
drawing an increasing interest and
are appreciating in value. However,
I am also sure that many of us are
going to keep an eye on matters for
a bit because prices should level off,
even if at a new plateau. Certainly
we do not want to see a lot of fluctuation or a temporary spurt upward
followed by a drop or stagnation.
Hopefully, that -is where our Group
comes in - as a steadying influence.
Because of a conflict of interest, I
will not have made our annual gettogether at Atlantic City, but Jim DeVoss, Al Bew, Gil Plass and all the
rest will have taken care of things in
fine style we are certain.
This is election year and all of you
should give some thought soon on
who you will want to carryon the
affairs of the Group.
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Mystery

of

63 Years Solved

A sixty-three year old mystery has been solved as a result of an article in
the Fourth Quarter, 1968 issue of The Canal Zone Philatelist. In Vol. 4, page
27 we discussed the CANAL only error, No. 24d, of the 5c value of the 1906
issue. Only ten copies of this error are known, all of which are from the right
vertical row of the sheet. The position of the overprint shows clearly that it
was caused by the overprint being
placed too far to the left on the sheet.
Clearly this displacement of the overprint should have produced a ZONE
CANAL error on the remaining ninety
copies in the sheet, as has been
pointed out by writers for many years.
\,Ve wrote in our previous article that
"a wino-I' mystery is connected-wilh
the fact that not a single copy of this
variety has ever been reported."
Shortly after this issue was distributed to our members, Miller H.
Hurt sent me the stamps shown in
Figures 1 and 2. I was amazed to see
Figure 2. ZONE CANAL error.

Figure 1. No. 24d in pair with
ZONE CANAL error.

a pair with one copy of the CANAL
only and the other stamp with the
error ZONE CANAL which had been
unreported for these many years.
There was also a single copy of the
ZONE CANAL error. These stamps
checked out in every respect with the
known genuine copies of the CANAL
only error. These stamps were also
submitted to the Expert Committee
of the American Philatelic Society
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and certificates No. 2877 and 2878
have been issued for them. Mr. Hurt
believes that these stamps were in one
of several collections which he has
purchased and that the errors were
not recognized by their former
owners.
There must have been ninety copies
of the ZONE CANAL error in the
sheet as originally printed. Two of
these copies have now been found.
How many more of these ZONE
CANAL errors exist today and are unrecognized by their owners? All of us
should check our copies of this stamp.
H is strange that the CANAL only
errors from the right hand vertical
row of this sheet were immediately
(Continued on page 14)
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The Canal Zone Study Group

Auctions
An unusually large amount of rare
Canal Zone material was offered at
auction during the past quarter. There
were the two large sales (Conger collection offered by Vahan Mozian and
the Siegel sale) which are reported
upon separately in this issue. Some
of the items offered in other sales are
listed below. In each case we list first
the Scott catalogue number, followed
by the price realized, and the catalogue price in parenthesis as listed in
the auction catalogue. All items are
unused unless mentioned otherwise.
Also all items are without serious defect unless mentioned otherwise. The
prices have been rounded to the nearest dollar.
On Jan. 8th Robert A. Siegel offered No.1, $50 ($60); 15, $300 ($325);
58-59, $60 ($72); 67, short corner perf.,
$62 ($60); 81, $26 ($32); 85-95, $52
($67); 86b, in pair with normal, $46
($41); J3, $55 ($50); J20c, $50 ($65).
H. R. Harmer offered the following
items on Jan. 30th: No. 9-12, 14, 16b,
17, blocks of four, $15 ($17); 12c, used,
$80 ($50); 46b, $32 ($32); 58-59, $55

($72); 91c, straight edge, $20 ($18);
94, block of four, $90 ($135).
Vahan Mozian sold on Jan. 22nd a
wonderful cover of the first issue
which was franked with one copy of
each of the three values (No. 1-3).
The stamps were in very fine condition. The cover was postmarked on
July 5, 1904 at Cristobal and was sent
to Massachusetts. It sold for $535
($126).
Robert A. Siegel sold the following
on Feb. 7th: No. 2b, faint crease, $125
($110); U2c, faint crease, $130 ($35);
UF1, $190 ($165); UF1, used with No.
20, $190 ($128).
Douglas Ball sold the following on
Feb. 10th: No. 12, ANAMA, used, $6
($6); 47, used, very good, $10 ($12).
Jacques C. Schiff had several Canal
Zone items in his auction of March
13-16th: No. 4-8, plate number blocks
of six brought Ie, $55 ($45); 2c, $55
($45); 5c, $110 ($110); 8c, $170 ($190);
10c, $180 ($225); 70-81, $37 ($73); 31,
ONE for ZONE, $12 ($7); 55, perfs
shifted down almost 6mm, $3.

New Envelope and Postal Card
A new 10¢ air mail envelope and
5¢ postal card were issued at Balboa,
Canal Zone on April 1, 1969. These
are to replace the provisional overprinted envelopes and postal cards
which were issued early in 1968. The
1O¢ air mail envelope has the imprinted design in blue in the same
design as the 1968 8¢ air mail envelope. The 5¢ postal card is in light
blue in the same design that has been
used since 1958 for 3¢ and 4¢ cards.
Unused copies may be ordered from
the Philatelic Agency, Canal Zone
Postal Service, Balboa, Canal Zone.
Be sure to include return postage
and, if desired, registration fee. Two
of the provisional envelopes, No. UC9
and UX16, are no longer on sale. No.
UC10 and UXC4 may still be purchased from the Agency. Those who
wish notices of new Canal Zone issues
should write to the Agency to have
their name placed on the mailing list.

4¢ Goethals envelopes with an additional imprint. A 2¢ imprint changes
the 4¢ envelope into the 6¢ denomination. This is available in Size 6%. A
1¢ imprint changes it into the 5¢ denomination. This is available in both
Sizes 6% and Size 8. The Canal Zone
Philatelic Agency is also reported to
have available again a limited supply
of Scott No. UX14, UX15, and UX16.
This information was supplied by
Eugene A. Garrett.

Thatcher Ferry Bridge Error
One sheet of 50 stamps of the 4¢
Thatcher Ferry Bridge is known in
private hands with the silver color
omitted. The entire bridge is thus
missing. The owner of this sheet has
now sold some single copies to other
collectors at a price which is reported
to be $2000 a copy. This is a new high
for a Canal Zone error with as many
as 50 copies in existence.

Rarities
Inverted centers are always popular
varieties and several examples are
known on Canal Zone stamps. Another popular variety which occurs
much more rarely has the components
of the designs of two separate and
distinct stamps combined in error.
This has occurred just once on Canal
Zone stamps when the portrait of
Fernandez de Cordoba normally used
on the 2c stamp of the series was
printed with the 5c frame. The resulting error, No. 4Oa, is shown in Figure
3. This error was not recognized at

Surprise Issue of Envelopes
Two new envelopes were issued
on April 28, 1969 without advance
announcement. The usual new issue
cards were not sent out. Both are the
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Figure 3. No. 40a.

the time and all known copies are
used.
(Continued

on page 12)

Ed~ard S. Conger Collection

The auction of the Edward S. Conger Canal Zone collection by Vahan
Mozian, Inc. todk place on February 27 and 28, 1969. It was without question
one of the two greatest Canal Zone auctions. The only other sale which can be
compared with itI was the Pelander auction of the Ferrars H. Tows collection
on February 16-19, 1949.
Many Canal Zone collectors came from all over the United States to attend
the auction where there was standing
brought $1800 ($621). No. 23g, center
room only. AftJr the sale a number
inverted and overprint reading up,
of colleCtors autographed the cover used, few perforations short and
of a sale catalogue and sent it to Ed minor crease brough $800 ($1500).
Conger with thdir best wishes. These No. 40a, 5c error with portrait of 2c,
included Georgb W. Brett, Jim De- used, brought $1650 ($2000). The only
Voss, Jim Helrbe, George Stilwell, known unused copy of No. 76a
Sam Wagonfeld, and Gene Stull. A brought $1250 ($800). All of the booknumber of dealers were also present.
let panes went for extremely high
I

I

Every collector I should keep a copy
of this catalogue, which contains a
two page biography of Ed Conger by
I
Jim DeVoss.
The big news of the sale was the

extremely high Iprices at which the
material was soUl Although there are
always a few itfms that are bid up
too high in the excitement of a big
sale like this, your Editor feels that
almost all of the lots are well worth
their selling p~ices,.Most oltb,e better
Canal Zone stamps and errors are
known in too sm1allquantities to make
it possible for abyone tal speculate in
them. They arel finally being recognized for their interesting history and
the fascinating ~nd complex story of
the overprints. The increasing demand is resulting in higher prices for
the small number of stamps available.
In the folloring report of the
prices, all items are unused unless
mentioned othe)wise. The Scott catalogue number is followed by the price
realized together with the catalogue
price in parenthesis. All prices are
rounded to the nearest dollar. We do
not ordinarily put so many auction
prices in The Canal Zone Philatelist,
but feel that a number of these prices
should be recorded here because of
the great importance of this sale.
Among the great rarities, No. 9c
used brought $750 ($350) and 9d,
used, $875 ($400). A sensation was
caused by two blocks of four of No.
20, one block has two copies of 20d,
one with CANAL antique and the
other block hasl two copies of 20d,
one with ZONE antique
which

prices. The sensation here was the
only known complete pane of No.
53d which brought $1900 ($500). Also
No. 39f, complete pane with inverted
center brought
$1050 brdught
($~25). Theprices
rare
official
overprints
much above catalogue: C08-12, used,
$180 ($114); C08-12, used, blocks of
four, $524 ($470); 08, used, $100
($40); 08, block of four, used, $425
($175). Envelopes and postal cards
w~re exceQtionally ~sP::()llg;the prices
realized are given in the following
list. A number of other realizations
selected by your Editor for interest
follow.
No.1, $68 ($60); 1, block of four,
$400 ($385); la, used with first day
cancel, $375 ($110); 1d in block of
four, $425 ($385); 2, used with first
day cancel, $240 ($28); 2, block of
four, $210 ($175); 2a, $180 ($100); 2b,
$250 ($110); 2d, $110 ($45); 3, block
of four, $425 ($250); 3a, $150 ($90); 1
on cover, $280 ($75); 1, strip of three
on cover, $425 ($265); 1, strip of three
on cover, one with PANAMA reading
up and two with PANAMA reading
down, $650 ($265); 2 on cover, $180
($65); 2a, pair on cover, $400 ($200);
2d, on cover $400 ($45); 3 on cover,
$200 ($75); 3 on cover, PANAMA 2lf2
mm below bar, $325 ($75); 3a on
cover, $475 ($90); 4-8, $50 ($58); 4-8
plate blocks of six brought full catalogue and over; 6 on cover $64 ($18);
7 on cover, $66 ($30); 8 on cover, $66
($30); 4-8 on one cover, $130; lOa,
imprint block of six, $300 ($259); lOb,
in block of six, $220 ($150); lOb, used,
slight crease (the catalogue suggests
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that this is the only known used copy;
however, two other used copies
exist), $190 ($150); 11b, $60 ($35); 11b,
block of four with inverted M, $400
($146); 12c, $100 ($50); 12c, block of
four, two with ANAMA, $390 ($200);
13a and 13b in block of nine, $85
($43); 13 and 13c in pair, $200 ($75);
13c, block of four, one with M inverted, $775 ($300); 14a, in block of
four, $150 ($91); 14b, $90 ($45); 14d,
in block of 12, $340 ($122); 14d and
14e in block of nine, $525 ($232); 14f
in pair with normal, $550 ($114); 15,
$475 ($325); 15a, $550 ($425); 20 on
cover, $42 ($4); 20d, $190 ($100); 20,
essay on 10c orange, Panama No. 18,
$30; 22c, $170 ($110); 22f, small thin,
$160 ($110); 22g, $300 ($200); 23,
used, purple overprint, thins, $80;
30a, $760 ($200); 34a, $230 ($200);
38a on cover, $220; 3ge on cover,
$100; 46 on cover, $95 ($25); 47, pair,
used, $90 ($25); 47, missing perfs,
$110 ($48); 47, block of four, $725
($250); 48, $95 ($45); 48, block of six,
$500 ($280); 57a, $160 ($150); 58, imprint block of four, $210 ($190); 59,
imprint block of four, $100 ($120);
61b, $72 ($70); 67, $128 ($60); 67,
block of four, $350 ($290); 1924 Type
A34 prepared for use, but not issued,
$160 ($88); 71a, $95 ($85); 71b on
cover, $110 ($45); 76a, used, $525
($800); 94, block of four, $100 ($135);
95, block of four, $80 ($70); 95, plate
block of 20, $500 ($330); 84, plate
block of nine with five pointed star,
$95 ($70); 87, plate block of six, $48
($52); 84, horizontal strip of three, one
with 9 mm spacing, $18; 86a, in block
of nine, $145 ($110); 86c, $68 ($50);
86c, block of four, $300 ($200); 86h,
$135 ($125); 8Th, $350 ($150); 91a,
$60 ($40); 91a (2) and 91c (2) in block
of four, $325 ($117); 91b, $140 ($40);
97, $50 ($30); 97, block of six, one with
11 mm spacing, $50; 104, block of
four, $18 ($10); 120-135, $25 ($42);
31c, $100 ($60); 32c, uneXploded booklet of four panes, cover marked for
1c value, $275; 52c, pair from booklet
pane, $300; 60b, $95 ($45); Cl, C3 (2),
65 plus U. S. C13 via air mail and
zeppelin to Germany, $170; C2, plate
block of six, $160 ($90); C15-20, plate
block of six, $210 ($206); C05, block
(Continued

on page 14)

Rarities (Continued

Edward S. Conger wrote the complete story of this error which appears
in the Eighteenth American Philatelic
Congress book for 1952. He illustrates
five different copies of the error. Conger wrote that six copies of this error were known. Several copies have
since been reported, so that approximately eight copies are now known.
The copy shown in Figure 3 is not illustrated in the Conger article. The
first copy of this error was not found
until 1925 in Paris. After this discovery was announced, other copies
were found in New Zealand, Reading,
Pa., Toronto, Canada, and Gatun,
Canal Zone. Since 5c was the letter
rate to foreign countries, it is reasonable that many copies of the error
would be found in foreign countries.
Both the 2c and 5c denominations
of this issue exist with 8Y2 mm and
9~ mm spacing between CANAL and
ZONE. The first printings had the
former spacing, as do all these errors. This printing was first placed in
use in Dec., 1912. It would seem reasonable that this error occurred on
one sheet

where they are not lined up straight
in comparison to the basic stamps. An
interesting example is shown in Fig-

from page 10)

l\vhich ",,'vasmixed

Figure 6.
Figure 4.

No. 105 with "beard".

the interior of the sheet have the overprint appearing to read ZONE CANAL, a variety not otherwise known on
this stamp. Stamps from the right
hand vertical row appear to read
ZONE only. An example of each of
these is shown in Figure 5.

Varieties
An interesting printing variety is
shown in Figure 4. A large blob of
green ink dropped on the printing
plate after it had been wiped; the result is a "beard" for Major Gorgas.
Inking varieties of this nature are
found occasionally on issues printed
by the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing.
An interesting perforation variety
is known on No. 31. At least one sheet
was perforated vertically almost down
the center of the stamp. Stamps from

ure 6. The PANAMA overprint for
the lower half sheet was at an angle.
This block contains positions 31, 32,
41, 42 on the sheet. Thus it shows the
normal PANAMA overprint for the
upper half sheet and in addition the
bars and part of PANAMA from the
angled overprint that was applied to
the lower half sheet. The result is
two bars on the lower two stamps of
the block.

Christmas Seals

in '.vith

normal 5c sheets. It would seem unlikely that it would have been mixed
with 2c sheets, since the different
frame color would have made it obvious. It is also most unlikely that it
was an incorrect entry on one position of the plate to correct a misplaced or defective entry. If this had
been the case, the incorrect entry or
entries would almost surely have
been noticed on the unoverprinted
stamps of Panama. Thus it seems
probable that one sheet of 100 was
incorrectly printed.

No. 18 with two bars.

Figure 5. Perforation variety.

The 50c Colombia stamp was overprinted three times to make No. 18.
The first time was to print the words
PANAMA and the bars over Colombia; the second for the 8 cts; and the
third time for CANAL ZONE. The
PANAMA overprint covered only fifty
stamps in the sheet; it fitted ten
stamps horizontally and five stamps
vertically. Thus the upper half sheet
was overprinted first and this was
followed by a second overprinting for
the lower half sheet. Occasionally
these PANAMA overprints are found
WANTED
on Cover
Canal Zone, J5 and J8
Panama, J2
Very high cash price paid
I have No. 2 and 3 (signed J.
Perry) among others on cover for
exchange.

Daniel Olsen
Fane 31,
Llansa (Geron a), Spain

Samples of the Canal Zone Christmas seals for 1968 have been submitted by Martin S. Sawyer. The seal is
multicolored and printed by photolithography by Estrella of Panama.
It shows a blue-green bird labeled
"Chlorophanes Spiza". The remaining legends are "Canal Zone" and
"Tuberculosis Association - 1968".
Although Christmas seals have no official connection with the post office,
United States seals are listed in Scott's
Specialized Catalogue. Has any similar listing of Canal Zone seals been
published? If not, could any member
supply us with a listing?

Panama Overprinted Stationery
In the Fourth Quarter issue we
pointed out that there was only one
exception to the ruling that Panama
stamps and postal stationery overprinted CANAL ZONE could not be
used for postage after August 31,
1924. Stamped envelopes and postal
cards specially printed for the purchasers could be used after that date
until stocks were exhausted. \Ve
asked if readers could report any examples. Miller R. Hurt sends photographs of three examples: No. U2,
(Continued
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J. P. Coveleski Collection

zontal strip of five on cover, $85; 60b,
minor corner crease, $85 ($45); 78,
plate block of six, $85 ($75); 91a and
91c in pair, $110 ($58); 97a, $280
($250); 100a, $230 ($200); 120-135,
$30 ($42); 08, $100 ($40); proof of
overprint for air post official Type I
on perforated paper, $55; J12-14, $48
($51); UF1, used, $180 ($125); UX2c,
$45 ($28).

A second Carlal Zone auction of great importance took place during the
first quarter on March 12, 1969 at Robert A. Siegel. Although not so stated in
the auction catalogue, most of the items in this sale came originally from the
collection of J. P. Coveleski, since many lots were accompanied by his personal notes and most of tlw covers were addressed to him. Mr. Coveleski lived
in the Canal Zone during most of the
long $75 ($70); 1, strip of four, inperiod when the overprinted stamps
verted N, inverted V for A in PANA·
were on sale. At least part of this
time he 'was a member of the Zone MA, $300 ($240); Id, used, $135 ($90);
Ie, used, $1250; 2, $42 ($28); 2 and
Police Departm~nt, as many of the
3
on cover, $290 ($104); 3, inverted V
covers are addressed to him there.
for A in PANAMA, $270 ($38); 3 on PanamaSomehow he obtained a large number
cover, $190 ($75); 3a on cover, $450;
(Continued from page 12)
of the Canal Zone errors as they were
3, used block of four, $320 ($250); 4 used at Ancon, Oct. 9, 1924 with
issued. He saved many of them in his
collection and u1sed others on covers and 6 on cover, $62 ($22); 5 and 6 on printed return card of "Felix E. Portseparate covers, $70 ($24); 9d, used, er, A~,torney-at-Law, Box 113, Ancon,
addressed to hirdself.
light corner crease, $425 ($400); lOa, C. Z. ; No. U5, used at Balboa, Dec.
Many of the 1 collectors who had block of four, $170 ($106); lOa, im- :' 1924 with printed return card of
come to New York for the Conger print block of 12, $525 ($318); lOb,
Panama Canal Consistory No.1 and
auction stayed over for the Siegel $200 ($150); 11 with additional sur- Concordant Bodies A. and A. S. R.,
sale. Lot #12 brought the highest
charge sideways of CANAL ZONE 2 Jerome F. Prager, Secretary, Balboa,
price ever paid at public auction for cts as on No. 12, $240; 12, block of Canal Zone"; No. U4, used at Pedro
a single Canal :Zone item. It was a four shifted PANAMA so vertical
Miguel, June 29, 1926 with printed
magnificent block of 22 (4 x 5 plus 2) pair at right has single PANAMA, return card "Return in five days to
of No. 1 and i~ the largest known
$130; 12c, $90 ($50); 12d, two copies Marine Engineers' Beneficial Assoblock of this first stamp of the Canal
in
block of six, $290 ($103); 13c ver- ciation, No. 96, Canal Zone." Another
I
Zone. The top two rows have PANA. tical pair, $290 ($150); 14a in block reader reports a copy of No. U5, used
MA reading up while the remaining
of four, $125 ($91); 14b, $72 ($45); at Balboa Heights, May 28, 1925 with
stamps have PANAMA reading down. 14b, block of 8, $525 ($360); 14e in printed return card "Balboa Canal
Thus this bloc:kJ~ one of. th~ very block o£ fOUJ;:,~$300_($114)~
15, ~$AZQ~_Z?E~L.2dge 1414, B. P. O. Elks, M.
rare examples that include stamps ($325); 15, vertical pair, $7'75 ($650); M. Jacques,
Secretary',
Balboa
from both the upper and lower half 15, vertical pair, one PANAMA 15 Heights, C. Z." Now can anyone resheets; these w~re overprinted sep- mm long, $850 ($675); 23a, $115 port a Panama overprinted postal
arately turning the sheets over in be- ($100); 23b, $85 ($75); 24c, $95 ($65); card specially printed by purchaser
tween with the result that PANAMA
25a in block of four, $180 ($140); 31a, used after August 31, 1924?
reads in opposite directions on the serious defects, used, $550 ($2650);
two half sheets. There are also a
31c, $80 ($60); 32a, $100 ($80); 38a on
Corner Cards on No. U9
number of other overprint varieties in cover $300; 38b, unexploded booklet
Wes Dunaway sends in a list of the
the block. There are a few small tears
of four panes, $425 ($240); 3ge, $52 post office request and general rein the block. It brought $4500 ($1850) ($25); 3ge on cover, $115; 43 on first quest corner cards which brings the
and must now be considered one of
day cover, $44; 46 used on lOc reg- UPSS catalogue more up to date.
the most valuable single Canal Zone istered envelope with numerals 10 These were applied only to Scott No.
items.
and CANAL ZONE from Balboa, U9. This envelope is listed as No. 10,
Other great rarities included No. 3c only used copy known, $575; same 11, and 12 in the UPSS catalogue for
in a strip of four, used, which brought
envelope unused, $575; 55b in hori- Knife P-2, P-3, and P-4 respectively.
$1200. A block of four of No. 15 with
UPSS No. 10 is known with Balboa
two stamps having PANAMA 15 mm
(per Wes Dunaway); plain; general
long brought $2600 ($2000). A magrequest; Balboa Heights; Gatun; PedTO AND OVER
nificient cover with a horizontal pair
ro Miguel; Ancon (per Warren Ware).
Full catalog for many of the issues.
from the Type IV overprint booklet
Please write, giving description and
No. 11 is known with plain; general
asking prices.
pane, left stamp without overprint,
request; Balboa; Cristobal; Pedro MiI have a few nice copies of U5
No. 53d, brought $1000. No. 87a, the
guel; France Field (per Warren
which sold at $50.00 at the Conger
lO¢ ZONE ZONE error brought
sale. Price $30.00 each or will trade
Ware); Gatun (per Wes Dunaway).
for materialthat can use.
No. 12 is known with plain; general
$1400 ($1437) in la complete sheet of
request;
Balboa Heights; Cristobal;
Leland
J.
Spaulding
100.
Other
pricis
from
this
auction
follow.
P. O. Box 558
Gatun; Pedro Miguel. Mr. Dunaway
No.1, $72 ($60); 1, used with first
would like to know if other members
Sebastopol, Calif. 95472
day cancel, $210;11, PANAMA 15 mm
can add any items to this listing.
I

I
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Committee on Overprinted
U. S. Issues

Secretari s Report
Alfred R. Bew
29 S. South Carolina Ave.,
Atlantic City, N. J. 08401
For the first time our membership
is over the 300 mark. By actual count
it is now 306.
My thanks to all of you who have
responded to the first notice for 1969
dues. Please check to see if you have
sent in your dues.
The CZSG has two meetings scheduled for the period from April 5 to
27th, 1969. One is at WESTPEX in
San Francisco, Calif. Richard H. Salz
will report on this at a later date. At
the same time SOJEX will be host. to
the meeting in Atlantic City, N. J.
\\1e hope to report on this in our next
issue.
We still have a supply of the handbooks and Canal Zone "NOTES" as
described in Vol. 5, No. 1. Thanks
again for your letters and suggestions
and I am looking forward to our
CZSG meeting~;

New Members
This Space
Intentionally
Blank

This Space
Intentionally
Blank

(Continued

from page 9)

recognized as errors and saved for
collectors. Most of the possible ten
copies of this stamp are known to
exist today. However, the rest of the
sheet which contained the ZONE
CANAL error was not saved for collectors and no copies had been reported previous to these two. It will
be interesting to see how many more
of these original ninety copies are reported in future years.
This set was overprinted for the
Canal Zone at the Printing Office of
the Isthmian Canal Commission in the
old Administration Building in Panama City. At first these stamps were
supplied on a soft thick paper. The
CANAL only and ZONE CANAL errors are on the soft paper and thus
come from one of the first printings of
this stamp.
Conger Collection (Continued

from page 11)

of four, two with 0 over N, $80;
C014a, $325 ($400); J1-3, $50 ($67);
J12-14, $54 ($51); J17a, $95 ($70);
J17-20, $29 ($17); J18a in block of 12,
$160 ($135); J19a in block of 12, $325
($250); J20a in pair, $200 ($150); J20c,
$75 ($65); stamps perforated P sold
mostly in the range from $10 to $20
per stamp, but No. 37 brought $38;
03, block of four, two with 0 over N,
$260; Ul and U2, $16 ($9); Ula, used,
$115 ($40); U2b, $65 ($35); U2c, $125
($35); U2d, $120 ($50); U3, $110 ($70);
U5, $50 ($38); U6 and U7 each with
first day cancel, $60; UFl, $220
($165); UFl, used, $260 ($125); UX1a,
$100 ($28); UX2b, $150 ($70); UX3a,
$220 ($50); UX5, $120 ($65); UX6,
used, $55 ($28); UX6, $110 ($50).
Your Editor is catching up with the
backlog of material and can use items
for the next issue.
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George W. Brett
510 21st St.. N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20006
For this report we are going to discuss "work-ups". This is likely a term
familiar only to printers for the meaning being considered, and even then
only to letterpress shops, so we had
best explain. Still to Canal Zone collectors it should be a well understood
term for many of the stamps that we
collect were produced by overprinting and, depending on the kind of
overprint plate that was used, workups are associated with their production and can be expected occasionally.
A "work-up" then, in the sense that
we are using it here, may be defined
as "a piece of spacing material that is
unintentionally at the upper surface
of a form and has started to print during a press run."
Let us be even more elementary
and start at the beginning. Practically
all of the overprinting that we deal
with in connection with our Canal
Zone stamps was and is performed by
the ITlethod of printing known as
letterpress. Letterpress was the method of Gutenberg and is still commonly
used today by most newspapers, the
National Geographic Magazine, The
Canal Zone Philatelist, and many
others. A second method of printing,
lithography, has been used on rare
occasions for overprinting Canal Zone
items. Letterpress is printing from a
raised surface, commonly called
"type-high", and most printing of
words has been done by this method
over the centuries. Letterpress is not
limited to words, or course; line cuts,
photoengravings
(commonly
halftones), and woodcuts are also items
used in such printing.
For the Canal Zone we are usually
dealing with an overprint from type
of the words PANAMA and CANAL
ZONE. If the overprinting plate used
is a lockup job of individual type,
linotype slugs, monotype castings, or
whatever, we can have work-ups. 11
such a plate instead is an electrotype,
with everything in one piece, then
you will not have work-ups. An example of the use of an electrotype is

I'
the plate used for; the overprinting of
the second Canal Zone issue of 1904
I
(Scott No. 4-8).
Now an overprinting form which
utilizes loose type, or individual word
slugs, requires a chase. This is an
open metal recta~gle (frame) of metal
having shallow-height
sides (less
than type-high naturally) and these
come in differedt jsizes so that one
can be selected suitable for the job at
hand and the printing press to be
used. Into this chase will be placed
the necessary arrangement of words,
more or less evenly and properly
spaced to correspond with each stamp
on the sheets which will be overprinted or to some
I. fraction of each
such sheet. What IS meant by that last
comment is that you do not have to
I

overprint a full slheet at once, so long
as you cover a pah of it and then in
And
there are
number10f
instances
successive
runs a ,cover
the rest
of it.
for thesheets
Canalwere
ZOfe
which complete
Inotforoverprinted
at
once, but instead just half of a sheet
first and then the' second half later.
Thus, one can usually say that if a
sheet is overprint~d frilctiQ!lally~that
it will be done in laliquot parts. They
do not have to hie, but we can not
think of an excep,tion when, for example, sixty were bverprinted the first

the chase, including the chase itself,
is less than type-high, except what
you want to print. All right, we ink
up, pull and check a proof, complete
our make-ready on the press, and
get going. Perhaps there are no problems, but if it is a long run or if we
did not do a good job of setting and
locking-up, some of that material that
is less than type high may start to
shift upward, take ink, and begin to
print also. Of course in order to start
printing it literally had to work-up
from its original lower position in the
form, unless of course we did not
properly justify and plane the form
in the beginning. Work-ups can happen for a number of reasons, such as
the form not being locked-up tight
enough or there was some worn spacing material that permitted play to
develop, and the only way anything
loose can generally go is up. This upward movement is aided by roller
action over the form in applying ink
and in taking the impressions as each
time a certain amount of suction is
created. This is the way that we can
get these apparently regular bits of

linear or block-shaped areas of extraneous printing showing up now
and then on our stamps.
Our editor, Gil Plass, recently
showed us a vertical line on a 15¢
Sharp A, Scott No. 90, (Editor's note:
See Fig. 7). It is our judgment that it

Figure 7. No. 90 with work-up

is a 2-point lead that has worked up.
A point is 0.013837 inches wide and
the print in "this instance measures
roughly a bit more than 0.025 inches
in width. \Ve also measure that this
line is 2% mm. to the left of CANAL
and 4% mm. to the left of ZONE and
(Continued

on page 16)

When you have "Specialized" material to offer
. Sell your stamps through the public auction which caters to

time
and forty
next;
it justcircumwould
not make
sense th1
under
normal
stances.

"Specialists" and accords them "Special" listings.

At any rate, once
the appropriate
I
type or word slugs have been setup,
it is customary to fix them into position by using spaoing material of various sizes until kverything is fairly
compact for the crucial area. The

SINGLES, BLOCKS, PLATE BLOCKS, PLATE SINGLES & STRIPS,

whole will then bf made tight within
a chase for use on the printing press
by inserting additional furniture and
quoins and
around
th~the
outside
of theoftype
block
inside
periphery
the
chase and locking-up. Quoins are
metal pieces, usluallY triangular in
shape (wedge-shaped if you prefer),
which have notches on one side so
that
movedkey
pastuntil
anotherone
by quoin
meansca~
~f be
a quoin
you have a tight ~it, and thus you will
have locked-up/yf,ur form.
Now it shoulB be realized that
everything that tou have placed in

Each Schiff Auction features:

COILS & BOOKLETS, COVERS & FIRST DAY COVERS, VARIETIES,
FREAKS & ERRORS AND COLLECTIONS.
Our commission is only 20%of the price realized
WE ALSO PURCHASE OUTRIGHT

3ftttqurs ar. ~t4ifff

A

3fr., Int.

~5Sf~eUtllg ~ or ~p.e.timi~t~®
PUBLIC AUCTIONS - U. S.

536 WEST 1 11 TH STREET

Be

FOREIGN STAMPS

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10025

TEL. (212) 662-2777
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Overprinted U.S. (Continued

from page 15)

the interesting thing is that it extends
the whole height of the stamp. Usually you only get a print of a short segment of one end of something before
it is noticed and the pressman takes
the necessary corrective action. We
have seen other examples of work-ups
on the 17¢ Sharp A, Scott No. 91.
Editor's note: An example is shown
in Fig. 8. This is from the first print-

Figure 8. No. 91 with work-up.
ing with 9 mm spacing between the
overprint. There is a bar 17 mm long

1.5 nun high ihat is located :3.5
mm below ZONE and centered with
tt,jtd

respect to it. It can be seen in the ilustratiol1 ODer part of the left 17, over
part of the 1 of the right 17, and partly over the name WILSON.

Look for work-ups - they are interesting and give you clues on the
makeup of the overprinting forms.
Usually they comprise one of the
following items:
1. Leads - strips of metal 1, 1Y2,
2, and 3 points wide.
2. Slugs - strips of metal 6 or 12
points wide.
3. Furniture - blocks of wood or
metal of various large sizes
(metal ones usually do not present a solid surface except
around the edges).
4. Sticks (side, head, foot, gutter)
- strips of wood or metal used
around the outside or between
large segments.
5. Reglet - narrow strips of wood
usually placed on each side of
quoins.
6. Crossbars large strips of
wood used to separate major

segments, such as pages.
We do not mean to infer from this
that you can always tell exactly what
something is that shows, but this indicates the variety and when they
start to print they can simply be
called a "work-up" and the visible
dimensions measured for the record.

Earliest Date for No. 46
A cover has been submitted of No.
46 with a postmark of Jan. 5, 1916. It
is stated that this is the earliest known
date. Can any earlier dates be reported by our members? This stamp
was overprinted on Dec. 7, 1915, but
when was it first issued?

Customs Inspection Stamp
Committee on Postal Stationery
J. W. Brumbaugh
P. O. Box 341
Hopkins, Minn. 55343
This committee is still organizing
and needs additional talent. Do not
hesitate to offer your services even
though you may feel that you are not
an "expert". None of us fit that classification, but we try - so the more
the merrier.
Since our report in the first issue
in 1969 of The Canal Zone Philatelist,
we have received a number of letters
from members. We wish to thank all
those who took the time to write and
in some instances those who have sent
material for our examination. In each
case we have replied personally,
though not always as promptly as we
would like. Addressed and stamped
return envelopes are appreciated
when replies are expected and will
greatly expedite our work and prevent Excessive drain of our pocketbook. This is a labor of Love. There
are no monetary funds allowed from
the treasury for postage.
Please continue sending your comments and queries and we will do our
best.

Official Stamps
Unused copies of the Canal Zone
official stamps were sold to the public
at face value for three months beginning Jan. 2, 1952. The only official
stamps which were not sold in this
manner were 03 (which had been replaced by a new 5¢ value, 09, in
1947), 08 and C08-12 (which were
all from the printing of Sept. 22,
1941 and were not reprinted at a later
date). Nevertheless unused copies
have been reported of 03 and COlI.
Now Commander Melvin H. Schoberlin has reported an unused copy of
COlO. It his been granted Philatelic
Foundation certificate No. 29,669.
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A Canal Zone customs inspection
stamp is reported by Otto Langer.
There are no other Canal Zone revenue stamps. The stamp is 20 mm
wide and 19 mm high. It has a black
border frame with diagonal 5 mm
corners. The stamp is in black except
for red letters C Z 7 mm high and
7 mm wide. Above C Z is the word
CUSTOMS and below is a thin
dashed line and' on the right side of
dashed line is INSPECTOR. Below
this is INSPECTED. The stamp is
imperforate. Does anyone have more
information on this? Mr. Langer also
asks if anyone can supply information
about Canal Zone meters.

Perforate "P" Stamps on Cover
Beginning in March, 1915, stamp"
for use OD official

mail were inentl

fied by a large P perforated through
each stamp. Most of these stamps are
scarce and very few are known on
cover. A member reports three covers
with these stamps. The first is to
Copenhagen, Denmark and is franked
with No. 40 and postmarked at Balboa Heights on Aug. 25, 1916. The
second is to Berlin, Germany and is
franked with No. 74 postmarked at
Balboa Heights on April 15, 1925.
The third is to Tsinan, China with
No. 86 postmarked Balboa Heights,
July?, 1926. The last two are from
the Postmaster, while the first one
is merely marked OFFICIAL BUSINESS.
WANTED

CANAL ZONE

WANTED

Scott UPSS#
U9
U9
U9
U9
U9
U9
U9
UI0
UlO
Ull
Ull

Scott CZP
Item No.
10 Gatumb
U12
24
10 Pedro Miguelb
U14
30
11 Balboab
U16
35c
11 Pedro Miguel·
U16
36a
12 Cristobalb
U16
53
12 Gatumb
U16
38a
12 Pedro Miguelb
U17
56
16b
U17
60
17
UC3
70
19 "Penalty" O'print
UC5
75
20 "Penalty" O'print
UClO
82
bPrinted Return Request

J. W. Brumbaugh,

Box 341
Hopkins, Minn. 55343

